Fluidizing and Solidifying Effects of Perfluoroctylated Fatty Alcohols on Pulmonary Surfactant Monolayers
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Abstract: Pulmonary surfactant (PS) preparations based mainly on bovine or porcine extracts are commonly administered to patients with neonatal respiratory distress syndrome (NRDS) for therapy. The preparations are sufficiently effective to treat NRDS; however, they are associated with a risk of infection and involve costly purification procedures to achieve batch-to-batch reproducibility. Therefore, we investigated the mechanism and interfacial behavior of synthetic PS preparations containing a mimicking peptide (KLLKLLKWLKLLKLLL, Hel 13-5). In particular, a hybrid PS formulation with fluorinated amphiphiles is reported from the perspective of surface chemistry. Fluorinated amphiphiles are characterized by exceptional chemical and biological inertness, high oxygen-dissolving capacity, low surface tension, excellent spreading ability, and high fluidity. These properties are superior to those for the corresponding hydrocarbon analogs. Indeed, a small amount of fluorinated long-chain alcohols enhances the effectiveness of the model PS preparation for in vitro pulmonary functions. Moreover, the mode of the improved efficacy differs depending on the hydrophobic chain length in the alcohols. For alcohols with a short fluorocarbon (FC) chain, the monolayer phase of the model PS preparation remains disordered (fluidization). However, the addition of alcohols containing a long FC chain reduces the disordered/ordered phase transition pressure and the growth of ordered domains of the monolayer (condensation). Furthermore, repeated compression-expansion isotherms of the monolayers, which can simulate respiration in the lung, suggest irreversible elimination of the short-FC alcohol into the subphase and enhancement of the squeeze-out phenomenon of certain PS components by solid-like monolayer formation induced by the long-FC alcohol. We demonstrated that fluorinated amphiphiles may be used as additives for synthetic or commercial PS preparations for RDS treatment.
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1 Introduction

Perfluorinated chains (F-chains) differ to large extents from hydrogenated chains (H-chains) in terms of bulkiness (cross sections of ~0.28 and 0.18 nm², respectively), helical conformation (all-trans, rather than planar zigzag structure), and stiffness. F-chains are considerably more hydrophobic than H-chains but are also lipophobic. The low polarizability of fluorine (c.a. 0.557) generates very weak van der Waals interactions between F-chains. In addition, the fluorine atoms in F-chains do not commonly engage in hydrogen bonding. F-chains are also chemically and thermally more stable than H-chains. The properties of fluorinated amphiphiles or surfactants result in lower surface tension and higher vapor pressure than the corresponding hydrogenated molecules. In this regard, compounds containing F-chains have been synthesized as partially fluorinated compounds and their properties with respect to the degree of fluorination in a molecule have been extensively investigated. We previously studied fluorinated long-chain alcohols (CF₃(CH₂)ₙ-₁(CH₂)ₘOH, FₙHmOH) because of the simplicity of their chemical structure.
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A pulmonary surfactant (PS) is a lipid-protein complex composed mainly of phospholipids such as dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) and phosphatidylglycerol \( \text{DPPC} \) \( \text{PG} \). It plays an essential role in pulmonary function by reducing the surface tension of the alveoli \( \text{DPPC} \) \( \text{PG} \). The PS function has been summarized well in review articles \text{DPPC} \( \text{PG} \). Surfactant proteins \( \text{SP-A, SP-B, SP-C, and SP-D} \) are present at relatively low levels in PS but are quite important for the control of lipid components at the surface \text{DPPC} \( \text{PG} \). SP-B and SP-C are critical for surface activity because of their strong hydrophobicity and low solubility in water \( \text{DPPC} \) \( \text{PG} \). A native lack of PS causes neonatal respiratory distress syndrome (NRDS). As an artificial PS preparation, Surfacten \text{DPPC} \( \text{PG} \), a bovine pulmonary surfactant extract supplemented with DPPC, palmitic acid (PA), and tripalmitin, has been used as a first-line treatment for NRDS in Japan. However, although it is effective for treating NRDS patients, Surfacten \( \text{DPPC} \) \( \text{PG} \) may cause anthropozoonosis. In this regard, preparations for PS replacement treatments of NRDS patients have been extensively developed using no animal sources \text{DPPC} \( \text{PG} \). We previously reported that PS preparations containing an amphiphilic peptide (Hel 13-5 or a mimicking peptide of SP-B) exert pulmonary activities and functions \text{DPPC} \( \text{PG} \). Hel 13-5 has been extensively characterized using various techniques such as circular dichroism spectroscopy, electron microscopy, infrared spectroscopy, etc. \text{DPPC} \( \text{PG} \). These investigations showed that Hel 13-5 is a membrane-surface peptide that is similar to SP-B.

This article reviews recent evaluations of the effect of partially fluorinated alcohols \( \text{F8HmOH} \) on model PS preparations consisting of DPPC and Hel 13-5. The fluorinated molecules are not macromolecules and thus show high thermal stability and antigen recognition related to biophyaxis. In particular, their thermal stability (or resistance) is considered a great advantage in terms of long-time storage and high-volume production. Currently, the application of air saturated with fluorocarbon gases for RDS treatments has been used \text{DPPC} \( \text{PG} \) because of the properties of fluorocarbon such as low intermolecular cohesiveness, high vapor pressures relative to the molecular weights \text{DPPC} \( \text{PG} \), and, in particular, high-dissolving oxygen capacity. A predominant symptom of RDS patients is dyspnea caused by the dysfunction and inactivation of PS; thus, partial ventilation with air and fluorocarbon gases is considered useful for treating RDS. However, the application is still under development because of the difficulty in controlling the partial pressures of the gases, which strongly depends on the state of the lungs. To understand the fundamental interfacial properties of the PS preparations, a monolayer technique was employed at the air-water interface. First, the miscibility and interaction between DPPC and \( \text{F8HmOH} \) were systematically clarified within a monolayer. Next, we
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evaluated the potential use of partially fluorinated amphiphiles for application in synthetic PS preparations.

2 Monolayer properties of DPPC and F8HmOH

The surface pressure ($\pi$)–molecular area ($A$) and the surface potential ($\Delta V$)–$A$ isotherms of F8HmOH ($m = 5, 7, 9,$ and 11) and DPPC monolayers on 0.15 M NaCl are shown in Fig. 2. At 298.2 K, F8H5OH shows difficulty in forming an insoluble (or stable) monolayer at the air-water interface because of its high solubility in water. The $\pi$–$A$ isotherm of the F8H5OH monolayers (curve 1) showed a kink at $\sim 5$ mN m$^{-1}$, indicating a phase transition of the disordered state to the ordered state. The kink is much more obscure compared to that of a typical hydrogenated lipid such as DPPC (curve 5). However, the transition at $\sim 5$ mN m$^{-1}$ has been confirmed by the observation that the disordered/ordered transition ($\pi^\text{eq}$) of F8H5OH monolayers increases linearly with increasing temperatures. The other F8HmOH monolayers exhibited an isotherm of the typical ordered phase without such a transition. The collapse pressure ($\pi$) of F8HmOH monolayers at which the monolayer was transformed into a bilayer or other three-dimensional structures increases slightly with increasing total chain lengths. Their limiting (or extrapolated) molecular areas are concentrated near 0.33–0.35 nm$^2$, which is similar to the cross-sectional area of an F-chain ($\sim 0.30$ nm$^2$). Considering the cross-sectional area of an H-chain ($\sim 0.20$ nm$^2$), the F8-moiety in F8HmOH molecules dominates over the monolayer ordering and orientation in the close-packed state. In contrast, DPPC forms a typical liquid-expanded (LE)/liquid-condensed (LC) monolayer under the present conditions. The extrapolated area of the DPPC monolayers indicates a value of more than 0.40 nm$^2$ (equally two H-chains) resulting from the lower ordering of two aliphatic chains even upon compression, which is induced by the bulkiness of the PC head group.

The $\Delta V$–$A$ isotherm of lipid monolayers consisting of H-chains or F-chains commonly exhibits positive (e.g. DPPC) or negative variation (e.g. F8HmOH), respectively, with decreasing $A$. The $\Delta V$ value of DPPC monolayers remains constant ($\Delta V = 0$) in the region of the gaseous phase because of the non-polarity of a molecule to the surface-normal direction. As molecule areas decrease to below $A = 1.0$ nm$^2$, the $\Delta V$ value increases from 0 to $\sim 550$ mV. In contrast, for F8HmOH monolayers, minimum $\Delta V$ (or $\Delta V_{\text{min}}$) values at the close-packed state reach approximately $\sim 750$ mV independently of total chain lengths in F8HmOH. Thus, the close-packed states of F8HmOH monolayers are similar to each other. The convergence of the $\Delta V_{\text{min}}$ value and negative $\Delta V$ variation upon compression reveals that the terminal CF$_3$ group is exposed to air.

3 Miscibility between DPPC and F8HmOH monolayers

Two-dimensional phase diagrams ($\pi$ versus $X_{\text{F8HmOH}}$) are constructed based on the $\pi^\text{eq}$ and $\pi$ values for the two-component DPPC/F8HmOH monolayers. The phase diagrams of the DPPC/F8HmOH systems are shown in Fig. 3. All systems here indicate changes in $\pi^\text{eq}$ with respect to $X_{\text{F8HmOH}}$, suggesting the miscibility between DPPC and F8HmOH in the monolayer state. The DPPC/F8H5OH system shows convex variation in $\pi^\text{eq}$ against $X_{\text{F8H5OH}}$. However, for the other systems, the $\pi^\text{eq}$ value decreases with increasing $X_{\text{F8HmOH}}$, and the slope of $\partial \pi / \partial X_{\text{F8HmOH}}$ becomes steeper as total chain lengths are elongated in F8HmOH. It was found that from these $\pi^\text{eq}$ changes, the addition of F8H5OH or F8HmOH ($m \geq 7$) produces fluidizing or solidifying effects on DPPC monolayers, respectively. Additionally, the extension of the methylene group ($-\text{CH}_2-\text{CH}_2-$) in the alcohols may promote the solidifying effect.

The coexistence of a phase boundary between the two-dimensional/three-dimensional phases of the film-forming molecules spread on a surface can be theoretically simulated using the Joos equation under the assumption of a regular surface mixture:
The interaction energy can be calculated as follows:

$$\Delta \varepsilon = \xi \varepsilon \rho$$

where $\varepsilon$ is the energy parameter, $\rho$ is the number of nearest neighbors, equal to 6, in a closed-packed monolayer, and the interaction energy is $\Delta \varepsilon = \varepsilon_{ij} - (\varepsilon_{11} + \varepsilon_{22})/2^{40}$. $\varepsilon_{ij}$ denotes the potential energy of the interaction between components $i$ and $j$. Thus, the interaction between heterogeneous molecules is stronger for $\Delta \varepsilon < 0$ than that between homogeneous molecules and vice versa. In the present systems, DPPC preferentially interacts with $F8HmOH (m \geq 7)$ rather than with $F8H5OH$ in the close-packed monolayer state.

4 Additional effect of $F8HmOH$ on DPPC monolayers

The $\pi$–A and $\Delta V$–A isotherms of DPPC monolayers containing 0–20 wt% $F8H5OH$ and $F8H11OH$ are shown in Fig. 4(A) and 4(B), respectively. The $\pi$–A isotherm of DPPC monolayers moves to larger molecular areas with increasing amounts of $F8H5OH$ (Fig. 4(A)). The $\pi$–A value corresponding to the disordered/ordered phase transition increases from $\sim 11$ to $\sim 14$ mN m$^{-1}$. As described above, this increase demonstrates that fluidization of the DPPC monolayers was induced by $F8H5OH$ incorporation. The maximum $\Delta V$ values in the close-packed state decreased from $\sim 550$ (curve 1) to $\sim 370$ mV (curve 5) as the percentage of $F8H5OH$ was increased. The negative variation resulted from the contribution of the fluorocarbon moiety in $F8H5OH$ molecules. In contrast, the $\pi$–A value for the DPPC/$F8H11OH$ system (Fig. 4(B)) decreased from $\sim 11$ to $\sim 5$ mN m$^{-1}$ with increasing $F8H11OH$ concentration.
indicating the solidification of DPPC monolayers. Accordingly, the $\pi$ value increased from 55 to $\sim$ 65 mN m$^{-1}$. The magnitude of the decrease in the maximum $\Delta V$ value was larger compared to in the $F_8H_{11}OH$ system (Fig. 4 (A)). This occurred because $F_8H_{11}OH$ forms more ordered monolayer than $F_8H_{5}OH$ because of its longer hydrophobic chain.

Figure 5 shows fluorescence microscopy (FM) images acquired in situ at the air-water interface for the DPPC monolayers with 0, 5, and 10 wt% $F_8H_{5}OH$ or $F_8H_{11}OH$. Bright and dark regions in the FM images correspond respectively to the disordered and ordered phases of monolayers, as the fluorescent probes (here, NBD-PC) selectively dissolve into the disordered phases. The FM images of DPPC monolayers below the LE/LC transition are homogeneously bright. As shown in Fig. 5 (a), nucleation of the LC domains occurs beyond the transition and the ordered domain increases in size upon compression. The ordered domain with counterclockwise arms is characteristic of DPPC (L type) monolayers.\textsuperscript{42, 43} The addition of 5 wt% $F_8H_{5}OH$ to DPPC causes the arms of the domains to become slim and branched (Fig. 5 (b)). This morphological variation is reinforced by further addition of $F_8H_{5}OH$ (Fig. 5 (c)). The ordered domain shape is commonly controlled by the line tension of the phase boundary and long-range dipole interactions.\textsuperscript{44–50} The FM phase behavior in the DPPC/$F_8H_{5}OH$ systems is dominated by long-range dipole-dipole interactions.\textsuperscript{27} That is, $F_8H_{5}OH$ decreases the width and increases the length of the arms in the ordered domain by reducing line tensions between the ordered and disordered phases. Similar dramatic alternations in domain shapes were reported for DPPC/cholesterol systems.\textsuperscript{51, 52} Therefore, $F_8H_{5}OH$ may have similar properties to cholesterol, the role of which remains controversial in human pulmonary surfactants. Nevertheless, $F_8H_{5}OH$ may decrease line tension and lower surface viscosity induced by the DPPC: $F_8H_{5}OH$ complex.\textsuperscript{52} The incorporation of 5 wt% $F_8H_{11}OH$ causes the arm of ordered domains to increase in width in contrast to the $F_8H_{5}OH$ cases (Fig. 5 (d), (e)). Thus, $F_8H_{11}OH$ considerably changes the line tension of the phase boundary to have positive values. The larger size of the ordered domains strongly supports the solidifying effect of $F_8H_{11}OH$ and the notion that a preferential interaction occurs between DPPC and $F_8H_{11}OH$.

\section*{5 Additional effect of $F8HmOH$ on model PS monolayers}

The binary DPPC/Hel 13-5 monolayer fixed at $X_{\text{Hel} 13-5} = 0.1$ was used as a simple model mixture of synthetic pulmonary surfactants.\textsuperscript{28,30,31} This monolayer showed a disor-
dered/ordered phase transition at \( \beta \) mN m\(^{-1} \) and plateau at \( \beta \) mN m\(^{-1} \), where Hel 13-5 begins to be squeezed out of DPPC monolayers. The squeezing-out behavior is very important for pulmonary functions during

**Fig. 5** FM images of monolayers of (a) DPPC alone, (b) DPPC plus 5 wt% of F8H5OH, (c) 10 wt% of F8H5OH, (d) 5 wt% of F8H11OH, (e) 10 wt% of F8H11OH on a 0.02 M Tris buffer solution (pH 7.4) with 0.13 M NaCl at 298.2 K. Numbers within open circles indicate the surface pressure (mN m\(^{-1} \)). The monolayers contain 1 mol% of the fluorescent probe (NBD-PC). The scale bar in the lower right represents 100 \( \mu \)m. Reprinted with permission from ref. 27. Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society.

**Fig. 6** The \( \pi - A \) and \( \Delta V - A \) isotherms of monolayers containing the model PS preparation (or the binary DPPC/Hel 13-5 mixture with the fixed ratio of \( X_{\text{Hel 13-5}} = 0.1 \)) plus 0 to 20 wt% of (A) F8H5OH and (B) F8H11OH on a 0.02 M Tris buffer solution (pH 7.4) with 0.13 M NaCl at 298.2 K. Reprinted with permission from ref. 27. Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society.
respiration\(^{26,53–56}\). Indeed, the squeezed-out phenomenon observed for \(\pi-A\) isotherms at \(~42\) mN m\(^{-1}\) is closely related to reducing the work of breathing at the alveolar surface. Below the plateau pressure, the \(\pi-A\) isotherm shifts slightly to larger molecular areas with increasing amounts of F8H5OH (Fig. 6(A)). Accordingly, the plateau region (or plateau length) becomes wider, suggesting the improvement of the squeezed-out action of Hel 13-5 upon compression. This is also supported by the shift of the \(\pi-A\) isotherm toward smaller molecular areas above the plateau pressure. The maximum \(\Delta V\) values of \(~500\) mV for the preparations with 3–10 wt% F8H5OH are similar to that of the DPPC/Hel 13-5 mixture. This indicates that F8H5OH is also squeezed out of the surface together with Hel 13-5 upon compression. For the mixture containing 20 wt% F8H5OH, excess F8H5OH remaining at the surface contributes negatively to the \(\Delta V\) value\(^{27}\). In contrast, at intermediate surface pressures, \(\pi-A\) isotherms for the F8H11OH system clearly move to larger molecular areas with increasing F8H11OH concentration (Fig. 6(B)). Moreover, the plateau region is longer than that of the F8H5OH systems. The \(\Delta V\) value decreases in the close-packed state depending on the F8H11OH levels, suggesting that F8H11OH molecules remain just at the surface above the plateau regions in contrast to F8H5OH. Considering the monolayer miscibility between DPPC and F8H11OH, the packing or orientation of DPPC monolayers is improved by F8H11OH such that the resultant rigid monomer promotes the squeezing-out of Hel 13-5 from the interface at high surface pressures.

Figure 7 shows the influence of F8H10OH addition on the FM morphology of the DPPC/Hel 13-5 monolayers. In Fig. 7(a), the ordered domain of DPPC monolayers is exhibited by a dark contrast, as Hel 13-5 itself forms a homogeneous disordered (bright) phase\(^{30}\). The ordered domains change in appearance compared to monolayers of DPPC alone. This is induced by lateral interactions between DPPC and Hel 13-5. Incorporation of 5 wt% F8H5OH fluidizes the ordered domain (Fig. 7(b)). However, the size of the ordered domains increases with further addition of F8H5OH (Fig. 7(c)). Interestingly, the appearance of the ordered domain is quite similar to that of pure DPPC monolayers (Fig. 5(a)). F8H5OH interacts more preferably with Hel 13-5 than with DPPC. The F8H11OH systems (Fig. 7(d), (e)) indicate that the phase behavior and variation are similar to those in DPPC/F8H11OH systems (Fig. 5(d), (e)). That is, F8H11OH interacts favorably with the ordered domain of DPPC monolayers rather than with Hel 13-5.

**6 Hysteresis behavior of the model PS monolayers**

Cycling \(\pi-A\) and \(\Delta V-A\) isotherms, which simulate respiratory movement in mammalian alveoli, were measured for the present systems. Indeed, the monolayer was compressed up to the respective collapse pressure and then expanded to the starting molecular areas. This process was successively repeated to determine the reproducibility of the respreading process within a monolayer. The \(\pi-A\) and \(\Delta V-A\) isotherms for the DPPC/Hel 13-5 system without F8H10OH indicate good reproducibility among all rounds and showed a hysteresis loop, which is enclosed between isotherms upon compression and successive expansion stages\(^{27}\). The hysteresis loops for the 20 wt% F8H5OH (Fig. 8(A)) and F8H11OH (Fig. 8(B)) additional system are debilitated with increasing cycling number. Interestingly, there is a considerable difference in \(\Delta V\) behavior for both systems. For the F8H5OH system, \(\Delta V\) values in the close-packed state of \(A = \sim 0.4\) nm\(^2\) increase as cycling number increases. This increase in \(\Delta V\) suggests that F8H5OH is
gradually excluded through an irreversible process from the interface by the cycling\(^{27}\). In contrast, in the F8H11OH system (Fig. 8B), the \(\Delta V\) value in each round in the close-packed state converges at \(\sim 220\) mV, indicating that F8H11OH molecules remain at the interface together with DPPC during the cycling. The integrated hysteresis area based on successive compression-expansion \(\pi-A\) isotherms has been quantitatively evaluated. This analysis can assess the reduction in work of breathing in the lung\(^{46-50}\). Shown in Fig. 9 are plots of the ratio of integrated hysteresis area of the cyclic \(\pi-A\) isotherm for the DPPC/Hel 13-5 mixture containing 5–10
wt% F8HmOH to that for the mixture without F8HmOH as a function of cycling numbers. The ratio of hysteresis area for the F8H5OH systems (Fig. 9(A)) decreases with increasing cycling number and finally converges on unity. This result also supports the irreversible elimination of F8H5OH together with Hel 13-5 from the surface monolayer. In contrast, the F8H11OH systems show a slight decrease in the ratio with respect to the number of cycles (Fig. 9(B)). However, the ratio was maintained at more than 1.5 even in the fifth round as opposed to that observed in the F8H5OH systems, supporting the solidifying effect of F8H11OH at the surface. Additionally, the effectiveness of the PS model preparation is improved by incorporation of 5–10 wt% F8H11OH.

7 Conclusions and perspectives

Perfluoroxylated long-chain fatty alcohols (F8HmOH, m = 5, 7, 9, and 11) have been characterized employing the monolayer technique at the air-water interface as an additive for PS preparations. All F8HmOH molecules described here are miscible with DPPC as the major component in native PS within a monolayer. However, completely different interaction modes are observed among binary DPPC/F8HmOH systems; a negative azeotrope for DPPC/F8H5OH and positive azeotrope for the others. FM observations showed that F8HmOH exerts fluidizing (for m = 5) or solidifying (for m = 7–11) effects on DPPC monolayers depending on the hydrophobic chain length of F8HmOH. These effects are also observed in the model PS preparation (DPPC/Hel 13-5) incorporated with a small amount of F8H5OH or F8H11OH. The evaluation of π-A isotherms measured under the successive compression-expansion reveals the molecular action of F8H5OH and F8H11OH along the squeeze-out phenomenon of Hel 13-5; F8H5OH undergoes irreversible exclusion from the surface upon compression, whereas F8H11OH enhances the squeezing-out behavior of Hel 13-5 by forming a solid-like monolayer with DPPC at high surface pressures. For NRDS therapy, partially fluorinated compounds may be useful as additives to PS formulations, which require further fundamental and clinical investigations.
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